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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE THROUGH THE ARTS

Unit 4.3 How Can I Work in a Group?

Lesson: Monster Body Parts

Yearlong Objectives

Grade Levels 3–4

National Arts Standards

n I can recognize my own unique skills.

Note: For consistency, all arts standards listed are second grade
standards. However, National Anchor Standards naturally
build on each other. To adjust for your grade level, find the corresponding Anchor Standard for your grade.

n I can express myself with words and art.
n I can work as part of an ensemble.

Essential Questions

n Use learned art vocabulary to express preferences

n How can I be an active member of an ensemble?

about artwork. (VA:Re9.1.2a)

n How can I show my unique perspective in my work?

n Distinguish between different materials or artistic
techniques for preparing artwork for presentation.
(VA:Pr5.1.2a)
n Discuss and reflect with peers about choices made in

Lesson Objectives
n Apply knowledge of sculpture to create a three-di-

creating artwork. (VA:Cr3.1.2a)

mensional cardboard body part.

n Contribute to group guided drama experiences (e.g.,

n Use disparate materials to create a new object.

process drama, story drama, creative drama) and infor-

n Define and describe an array of emotions and emo-

mally share with peers. (TH:Pr6.1.2.)

tional terms.

Materials needed
Corrugated cardboard, empty cereal boxes, scraps of cardboard and paper, masking tape, scissors, slips of paper, hat or
box
NOTE: This session requires that students work in table groups of at least four students.

Time needed
90 minutes

Vocabulary for this lesson
Social-Emotional: comfortable, uncomfortable, sadness, joy, fear, surprise, anger, ensemble
Visual Arts: sculpture, sculpt, tool, paint, painter
Theatre: ensemble
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Warm-Up Phase (15 minutes)
Circle
Open-ended question: Who are your personal heroes?
Feelings question: How were you feeling at the beginning of the day? How are you feeling now?
Team-building game: Freeze, Level 3 (see Team-Building Games)

I Do/ We Do (20 minutes)
Explicitly Teach
n Review the parts of a monster that we have created already (eyes, mouths). Talk about other body parts that our monster could have. Make a brainstorm list of the other parts we want to have on our monster.
n Review elements of sculpture, according to definition in glossary.
n Write all the body parts on slips of paper, and put them in a hat. You can write “leg” and “arm” more than one time.
n Each table group will pick a body part from the hat. We are going to work as a group to make sculpture today. Go over
what is necessary to work as a successful ensemble.
Keep in Mind
n This is the first time the class will be working as a group to create a project. What do you need to do to ensure everyone
feels included?
n People may disagree on how to use the materials and what to create. How can you have useful conversations around
team differences?
n Some students will work quickly, and some will work slowly. What can a team do if it is done?

You Do (55 minutes)
The project, step-by-step
n Teams pull a body part from the hat. (Make sure you have “torso,” “leg,” “arm,” and “head,” at the very least. Be
wary of having more than one torso and more than one head.)
n Teams should sketch a drawing of what they think the body part should look like.
n Everyone agrees on one sketch to sculpt. Other members of the team may add details to the body part sketch.
n The team uses corrugated cardboard and masking tape to create the body part. (See photo sequence at the end of this
lesson plan.) All members of the team should be involved in cutting, taping, and arranging materials. Don’t give too
much direction; let students figure out how to do this for themselves.
Extensions: Groups can draw from the hat again if they are finished to make something new, perhaps in a special “second
round” hat that might include spikes, horns, or tails.
Closure: Each team presents its work. The teacher can sketch the work on the board and start to imagine how the pieces
of the monster can all fit together.
Optional Writing Prompt: How did working as a full ensemble make you feel? Why?

Big Picture
We will put these pieces together using wire and glue. Next week we’ll begin to use papier mâché to complete the monster!
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Adjustments for K-1
Warm-Up Phase
Freeze is tricky for very young people, so it might make sense to play a game from a previous unit, or to do the circle question only.
I Do/ We Do
Focus entirely on group work and what makes a successful ensemble.
You Do
Have each table group make its own monster, instead of each group making a part. They can spend this class period taping cereal boxes together to make a “monster-like” shape.
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